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EM-220 Accessories: 

Carry Case

Card reader

Wallmount bracket

Cradle

Barcode scanner

Rear Camera

And many more...



EM-220 Accessories

Carry Case
With this excellent and ergo-
nomic carry case you are able 
to carry the EM-200 wherever 
you need it. It has a comfor-
table handstrap and is made 
for one hand mobility. The 
carry case comes with a hol-
der for the stylus pen, which 
is fixed on the carry case. This 
accessory allows to use the 
EM-200 for many different pur-
poses e.g. medicine, hospitality, 
logistic or event services.

EM-220 with Jacket and add-
on MSR (Card reader)
The carry case combined 
with MSR will enlarge the 
possibilities and flexibility for 
the EM-220 enormously.
It is extremely easy useful 
for loyality, payments or 
check-in purposes.

Wallmount Bracket
The wallmount bracket is easy 
and fast installed. It allows 
using the tablet for example as 
digital signage or monitor, whe-
re different applications with or 
without touch can be shown.
Furthermore it’s possible to 
use as Pole Mount or Shelve 
Mount. It can be used for many 
different environments without 
limits.

Cradle
The cradle is the charging 
station for the EM-220. The 
cradle has a second battery 
slot which can charge the 
main battery. That means the 
EM-220 can be used with and 
without power supply (e.g. as 
Self Ordering System, Back-Up 
POS Terminal).
The EM-220 can also be filled in 
when carry case is installed. 
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EM-220 with Hand strap

EM-220 Jacket

POS Base

EM-220 with 
Overlay Protection

EM-220 with Jacket and 
add-on Barcode scanner

Car Charger for EM-220

EM-220 with Shoulder Strap

3G Card / WLAN Module
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